Crow7 hail from Germany. Crow7 calls their personal music style ProMeRo
(Progressive Metal Rock). The members are surrounded by the energy of mystic
forces that brought the band to call themselves “Crow7”.

CROW 7

GENRE: Metal/ Progressive/ Rock

The name invokes symbolism and magic for the 4 members. From the moment
that the band came to life the members gave rise to their new stage names.
Crow7 believe that light can only exist through darkness; the good in us lives
in balance with the evil. The music of Crow7 relates directly to this philosophy
taking the listener on a sonic journey through the dimensions of good and evil
in the world.
Crow7 give rise to the meaning of hope for a better world in all they do. Their
music is uplifting and captures the essence of this belief from the band. Just
listen and you will hear the magic of Crow7 as it blends with your soul and takes
you on a magical mysterious journey to new dimensions in time and space.
Crow7 had supported the Metal-Orchestra Haggard on their European 2011
tour for 2 month, through 8 countries. The studio work for the new album had
to pause during this time.
Since June 2011 the band have been back in the HauntSound studios to finish
the recordings for their 3rd album. Early winter time the album will be released
and also the video clip of the first single “Symphony Of Souls” will be finished
just in time.
Crow7 is a Blue Pie artist and is out now on Blue Pie for the world. For more
information go to www.crow7.de or search “Crow7 ” on Google.

“To sum up Symphony of Souls, I would recommend this album to anyone
who is a fan of progressive metal. This album has literally so many blends and
influences there is something for every metal head out there.”
The Metal Review - Andy 666 - CROW7 Review Symphony Of Souls
“Symphony of Souls” is a great album for the melodic & classic metal lovers, it
will give them an enjoyable ride that am sure it will keep them checking it from
time to time, cause Crow7 give us a metal worth hearing over the time, not just
as most nowadays music, you hear it when it come out and then fade out. Go
and grab you copy and you will not regret, a real good solid Rock & Metal is
happening here, and its “Made in Germany” too!
JORZINE - Mutjaba M Badr - CROW7 - Symphony Of Souls

RELEASE:
TITLE: Symphony Of Souls
(Aug 2011)

TRACKLIST:
01. Symphony Of Souls
02. Street Of Slaver
03. Sheva Sign
04. The Guide
05. Kingdom Of Calm
06. Spawn Of Evil
07. Dirty Lies
08. Virtual Reality
09. Great Spirit
10. Winter Breeze
11. Breed Of Fire
12.O cean Of Fire
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